The following news dispatch appeared Wednesday in the Chicago Tribune:

**GASPE FAITHFUL**

**USE ROWBOATS**

**GOING TO MASS**

Quebec, Que., Jan. 8—Imprisoned for 24 hours by raging floods in Gaspe, the Reverend Father Rivet, parish priest of River Moisie, saw his parishioners attend mass last Sunday by using rowboats, etc.

That was an instance of real Catholic Faith, the kind that sent your grandfathers and grandmothers on foot or horseback, in wagons or sleighs, in all sorts of weather and for all sorts of distances to the Sunday Mass.

Weak excuses weren't used by strong men of Faith in those days.

Get out of your hall on time to be in the church when the Sunday Mass begins! It is a sinful, slovenly habit, this coming late to the Sunday Mass.

"God's Heroes."

Inquiries are still coming in about Father Lahey's series on the saints. Here are points of information to supplement the announcement in the Bulletin of December 17:

The series, entitled "God's Heroes", consists of 20 pamphlets. The cost is 51 for the entire series.

Father Lahey wrote the series primarily for children. The style is simple, concrete. Incidents from the saints' lives are presented in catchy, modern language.

It is interesting that adults, even more than children, seem to take to the pamphlets.

Thanks to the K. of C's.

An annual charity, little publicized, is that of the Notre Dame Council Knights of Columbus, who give $50 every Christmas to Father George O'Connor, C.S.C., for his work amongst the colored people of South Bend.

Father O'Connor is deeply grateful to the local K. of C's for their practical, Catholic interest in his apostolate.

Pledges Signed.

First counting: 24, so far turned in. Blank cards and sealed boxes at both Pamphlet Racks.

For Walter O'Brien's father: two masses at request of Chicago Club.

Prayers: Decased, father of Joseph Mickles, freshman here in 1934; Mr. Michael Corbett, friend of John Ryan (Corby); uncle of James Donahue (Dillon); father of Bill Chapoll. Ill, Dr. J. J. Weber, cousin of James C. Pusler, '34, seriously hurt in an auto accident. Four special intentions.